We produce a full line of signage and route numbering products for Mass Transit systems.

Non-Standard Traffic

We produce a full line of Utility Signs and marking products for the utility industry.

Utility Signs

Common Center Legends:
- ROAD DEPT.
- SANITARY DEPT.
- UTILITY DEPT.
- WATER DEPT.

Material (M)
- (N) Non-Reflective Vinyl
- (E) Engineer Grade Reflective
- (P) Decal
- (M) Magnetic

Background Color
- White
- Yellow
- Orange
- Blue
- Green
- Red

Lettering Color (Outer Legend)
- Blue
- Green
- Red
- Black
- White

Legend
- Center Legend
- Outer Legend

The most common type of Custom Sign we manufacturer is the Non-Standard Traffic Sign. These are signs that have custom artwork or legends but are printed on a standard reflective blank.

Municipal Decals

We suggest choosing color combinations that provide excellent color contrast, such as the options shown on this page.

Municipal Decal Order Checklist

Shape & Size
- (C10) 10" Circle
- (C14) 14" Circle
- (C18) 18" Circle
- (Q11508) 11 1/2" X 8" Squared Oval
- (Q16115) 16" X 11 1/2" Squared Oval

Material (M)
- (N) Non-Reflective Vinyl
- (E) Engineer Grade Reflective

Adhesion (A)
- (P) Decal
- (M) Magnetic

Background Color
- White
- Yellow
- Orange
- Blue
- Green
- Red

Lettering Color (Outer Legend)
- Blue
- Green
- Red
- Black
- White

Legend
- Center Legend
- Outer Legend
Signs are Our Specialty

- Reflective • Routed
  - Aluminum Shape is a unique way to personalize your business signage.

- Decals
  - Decals are very popular for business, clubs, fund-raisers or just for fun!! Available in numerous material types and sizes.

- Magnetic Decals
  - Magnetic Material can be used to make Business Cards, Mini Magnets, Calendars, Picture Frames, Car Door Signs and More.

- Security Signs
  - These Signs Are Also A Great Way To Mark Underground TV Cables, Utilities, Or Water Sprinkler Lines.

- Political Products
  - Our Political Products Include Yard Signs, Mini-Billboards, Bumper Stickers, Badges, Door Knob Hangers, And Rally Signs.

- Banners
  - Banners for any and every occasion! Available in a variety of sizes and colors, including 4 Color Process Digital Printing.

- License Plates
  - Personalized License Plates made from your choice of aluminum, polyethylene or 6-Ply all-weather card. Car Plate Frames are also available.

- Real Estate
  - A variety of products are available for Real Estate Companies including Yard Signs, Banners, Magnetics and Decals.

- Sand Blasted Signs
  - Sand Blasted Signs made with High Density Foam Board with Ornamental Iron Frame.

- Security Signs
  - Security Signs are made of aluminum or polyethylene. Matching window decals and aluminum stakes are also available.

- Magnetic Material can be used to make Business Cards, Mini Magnets, Calendars, Picture Frames, Car Door Signs and More.
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